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PRACTICAL P'OINT-SAMPLING 
FOR18WORD 
Point-sampling is a valuable tool in the kit of the practicing forester. 
It is employed for permanent and temporary sampling and for growth 
studies. Since the concept of point-sampling is new in American forestry, 
different approaches have been em:ployed to explain its application. This 
bulletin consists of a synthesis of point-sampling lectures and lesson 
plans developed at Stephen F . Austin State College and presented as a 
fo1·estry short course in 1963. It explains these sampling techniques and 
suggests choices in methodology and computational procedures. As a series 
of lectures, it was written in outliine form, and thls form was retained 
because the organjzation and use o:f the ideas seemed to be facilitated in 
this way. It is a revision of the firs:t part of a two-part bulletin on point-
sampling published by the School in 1964. 
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POINT SA'!\1PLING-THEORY 
:'llr. L. R. Grosenbaugh (1952) introduced point-sampling to American 
foresters, citing )lr. W. Bitterlich's earlier work in Ew·ope. Primarily it is, 
he said, "A rapid method of sampling t:ree basal area per acre ... " It 
is ?"CLJJid and in 1952 it was l"<'t•olutionary.' Since th!'n, it has been explained, 
re-explained, embellished, teRted and discussed. He1·e is hov; it is done and 
wi!1J it workfl. 
I. Tally the selected trees at the point. 
A. With the angle-gauge, tally all. trees appearing la1·ger than the 
angle. 
B. With the prism, tally all trees that are not wholly offset. 
C. Be sure to look at t•·ees at dbh (diameter breast height, 4.5 feet 
above ground line). 
D. Tally eYery bordel"iine tt·ee (those exactly coinciding with the 
angle or those just exactly offset by the prism) as ¥.! tree. 
our I N BORDERLINE 
lT. 'Multiply the number of trees tall ied per point by the BAF (basal 
area factor) that fits the instrume•nt used, to obtain basal area per 
acre in square feet. 
A. Fot· an angle-gauge describing 104.18 minutes, the BAF = 10. 
1. A gauge 33 inches long with a cross arm 1 inch wide descl"ibes 
an angle of 104.18 minutes. 
2. A :3.03 diopter pl"ism does the same job. 
B. This is why it works-using a :SAF of 10 as an example: 
l. The area of a circle is 0.78!54 n•. 
7i D' 3.1416 n• 
a. Area of a circle = --- = --- - 0.785 D' . ,, 4 
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2. The area of the "tree circle" is 662 X BA (basal area) of the 
tree. 
a. The "tree circle," with the tree at its center, has a diameter 
66 X the diameter of the tree; it describes the boundaries 
"vithin which one ?r.lU<; t stand if he is to tally the tree with 
an angle gauge of 104.18 minutes or a 3.03 diopter prism. 
b. These are example:s of "tree circles" showing maximum 
distance one may s.tand from a tree and still tally it (ra-
clius of "tree ch·cle'' ). 
(1) For a tree of 1 foot dbh, one must stand not more 
than 33 feet away. 
(2) For a tree of 2: feet dbh, stand not over 66 feet away. 
(3) For a b ·ee of 3: feet dbh, stand not oYer 99 feet away. 
III. Now consider a tree which is 0.5 foot dbh: 
A. BA (basal area) of the t1ree is 0.7854 D' = 0.196 square feet. 
B. One could count such a tr·ee if he stood not farther than 16.5 feet 
away from it. 
C. The diameter of the "treE! circle" for this tree is therefore 2 X 
the radius, o1· 33 feet. 
D. The area of this "tree drcle" is 0.7854 D' or 0.7854 X 332 or 
0.7854 X 1089 or 855.3 square feet. 
E. Statement II.B.2. said thE! area of the "tree circle" was exactly 
the BA of the tree X 66'. If this is true for this 6-inch dbh tree, 
then: 
1. BA of the tree = 0.19•6 square feet, 
area of the "tree circle:" = 855.3 square feet, 
66 squared = 4356. 
2. 855.3/ 4356 = 0.19630. 
IV. Then, for a tree that has :a BA of 1 square foot (approximately 
13.55 inches dbh) : 
A. The "tree circle" has 1 >< 66' square feet of area (as stated in 
II.B.2. and proved in IIl.E.) or 4356 X 1 square foot or 4356 
square feet. 
B. Visualize this tree in the center of its "tree circle," the latter 
being in the center of an acre of land (Figure 1). 
1. Tree BA is 1 square foot. 
2. "Tree circle" area is 4356 square feet. 
3. Acre area is 43,560 square feet. 
V. If a cruiser stands at random inside this ac1·e, what chance would 
he have of being inside the "tree circle" (i.e., close enough to the 
tree to cou11t it with an ang;le gauge or prism defining an angle of 
104.18 minutes)? 
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Figure 1. A one-square foot BA tree in its 4356-square-foot "tree circle" 
inside a circular ac1·e of 4356Qi square feet. 
A. The chances are equal to the proportion of the areas of the "tree 
circle" and the acre, or 4356 to• 43560, or 1 to 10. 
VI. If there were a single tree on eac:h of 100 such acres and each tree 
contained 1 square foot of BA, anod if the cruiser were on each acre 
at random, he would tally 10 trees: in 100 chances. 
VII. Change tally to total BA of treeB by multiplying the tally by 10, 
because 10 X 10 = 100, and on 100 acres there would be 100 square 
feet of BA. 
VIII. Compute BA per acre from such a tally by multiplying the tally 
by 10 and dividing by the number of "points" the cruiser visited, or 
10 X 10 ...;- 100 = 1 BA per acre. 
IX. Conclusion: The BAF of an angle gauge or prism defining an angle 
of 104.18 minutes is 10, and the formula for computing BA in square 
feet per acre is: 
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~x 
BA per acre := -- (BAF) 
N 
where X = number of t:rees tallied, 
N = number of points, and 
BAF = basal area factor of the instlument. 
Figure 2. 10-BAF-Illustration of 3.03 diopter count. A 9.55-inch tree 
of BA = 0.5 square feet has "tree circle of (0.5) (66') = 2178 square feet 
2178 1 
a11d a random tally chance in 1 acre of --- = - or 1 in 20. A 13.55-
43560 20 
inch dbh tree has a BA = 1.0 square foot, a "tree circle" of (1) (662 ) = 
4356 square feet and a random chanc:e of 1 in 10. The "tree circle" overlap 
ru:ea, because of the position of trees, is 871.5 square feet with a random 
chance of 1 in 50. In 100 random counts, one would get: 
2 overlaps of count 2 each total 4 
8 other big tree counts of 1 total 8 
3 other little tree counts of 1 total 3 
total 15 in 100 random-chances. 
l:X 15 
BA per acre is - (BAF) or -- :< 10 or 1.5 square feet per acre. 
N 100 
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CALIBRATING AN ANGLE-GAUGE OR PRISM 
I. As explained earlier, the BAF is tlne reciprocal of the random chance 
one has of being in the "tree circle" of a single tl·ee containing 1 square 
foot BA, if thjs tree is in a circular acre, and one is taking a point-
sample in this acre. 
II. One can find the radius of the "tree circle" by sighting at the tree 
with the instrument from such a distance that the angle just coincides 
with the tree's diameter at breaBt height (with a prism, just so 
opposite sides of the tree coincide). High accuracy prisms, which are 
more expensive, are calibrated at the factory. Uncalibrated prisms, 
available at about $1.00 each, must be caHbrated by the user. 
III. Procedure 
A. Set up a rectangular target of a convenient width, such as 1 foot. 
B. Lay a steel tape along the cente:r line, perpendicular to the target. 
C. Move back along this line until one side of the target image see11 
through the prism is precisely aligned with the other side seen over 
the prism. Make sure the axis of the prism is perpendicular to the 
line of sight. 
D. Measure accurately the distance from prism to target. 
E. Compute the BAF using the following formula: 
43,560 
BAF=----
1+ 4(d/ w)" 
where w = target width in feet, 
d = distance from priBm to target in feet. 
IV. As an alternate procedure, Dixon (1958) suggests using the same 
formula but measuring "the amount of deflection at a fixed distance: 
A. Fix prism in position at one end of a long table. 
B. At the other end, at a right an:gle to face of the prism, set up a 
target of two vertical pins that can be moved. 
C. Measure accurately (d) the distance between the target and prism. 
D. Move pins until the displaced hmage of one pin coincides exactly 
with the image of the other. 1\:[easure the distance between the 
pins (w) precisely." 
E. BA F "calculated using formula above. 1t is essential that d ~\Jld w 
be measured in the same units."' 
CONSTRUCTING A STAND TABLE 
I. The probability of a tree dbh class being sampled is in direct ratio to 
its BA. 
A. Consider a tree with BA of 0.5 :square foot in the center of a cir-
cular acre. 
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1. Its "tree circle" contains €:6• times as much area, or 2172 square 
feet, or 1/ 20 acre if an artgle of 104.18 minutes is used. 
2. Its chance of being tallied in any one sample is therefore 1 in 20. 
B. It was stated earlier that un.der the same circumstances a tree of 
1 square foot BA bad 1 in 10 chances of being tallied. Thus the 
chance of a tree being in a sample is exactly proportional to 
its BA. 
II. To construct a stand table, it is necessary to measure the dbh of 
tallied trees. 
A. Formulating a conventional stand table most simply requires two 
steps. 
1. Convert the tree count to BA in each dbh class per acre. 
2. Then divide each or these BA's by the BA o( the tree at nominal 
class center. 
B. As an example, if an angle-gauge having 104.18 minutes is used, 
the following trees at·e talliE:d at 5 points: 
1. Point Tally by DBH- lnches 
1 6, 12, 16, 20 
2 10, 18, 14, 6, 16, 10, 8, 8, 12, 14 
3 1~ 2, 2~ 18, 12. 18 
4 16, 10, 10, 12, 12, 10, 14, 14, 14, 8 
5 14, 16, 18, 16, 8, 10, 12, 12, 10, 4 
2. The total tally is 40 treHs at 5 points. 
C. In ou1· example, from Grosenbaugh (1952}, we have two 6-inch, 
one 4-inch and one 2-inch trees. 
1. To convert these to BA per acre, multiply by BAF and divide by 
the number of sample p.oints. 
2. To conve1t to trees per acre, divide this (Item 2) by BA of the 
the tree of nominal class midpoint (Ttem 3). 
Item 2-Tnch Class 4-lnch Class 6-Tnch Class 
~ Count 1 1 2 
2. Sq. ft. BA per acre 2 2 4 
3. Sq. ft. BA per tree .022 .087 .196 
4. Trees per acre 90.90 22.98 20.40 
D. The entire stand table coulld be const111cted in this manner !rom 
tree dbh's recorded fo•· the t.rees counted as samples at the points. 
III. ln summary, to get frequency per acre (f), multiply the tree count by 
the BAF, divide the product by N (number of points), and divide this 
quotient by BA of a tree at nominal midpoint diameter (0.00545415 
0 1 ). Putting this in equation form, we get: 
f= 
BAF 
Count X --
N 
o.OOi545415 o• 
, OL' 
/'metical Point-Sam71ling 
f= 
so few/or is 
BAF 
N 
0.005454115 D2 
BAF 
N 
o.oo545415 n• 
X Count, 
COMPUTING BOARD FOOT AND CUBIC FOOT VOLUMES 
11 
Note: The first step (as for any volume estimating) is to secure an appro-
pt;ate volume table. 
I . A suitable standard volume table in cubic feet or board feet may be 
modified (for instance, a Girat·d Form Class Volume Table). 
A. To modify the table, divide each tree volume in the table by its tree 
BA. Enter these quotients, callo~d bff [board foot factor] or cff 
[cubic foot factot·), in a new tahlc by tree dbh and height class. 
1. This table may be used as fo:llows: 
a. Tally trees in each point s:ample by dbh and height. 
b. Secure the sum of the bff or cff for the trees in the sample. 
c. Dhride this sum by the number of trees. 
d. :Multiply this quotient by BA per acre when: 
no. trees 
BA per ac t·e = ---
no. points 
X BAF. 
B. To further modify the tables of factors (described in I.A.) divide 
each value by 10 to reduce the size of the numbers fot· easy mental 
arithmetic, and round off all values to whole numbers. 
1. This will not introduce any serious errors where samples of 
reasonable size are to be collE·cted to compute volume per acre. 
2. This table may be usee! exac:tly as outlined before except that 
the quotient. (J.A.1.d.) will n eed to be multiplied by 10 before 
multiplying by BA per acre. 
II. A different ldnd or table may be similarly produced giving a bff or 
cff for height classes only, instead •of dbh and height classes. 
A. This is true because the height-tree-volume relationship is 7n-ac-
ticall1J a straight line. 
1. Thus for }!esavage & Girard Fot·m Class 80, Grosenbaugh (1952) 
showed these bff's divided by 10 (International *'-inch log rule) : 
DBH 1 Log 2Log 3Log 4Log 
10 7 12 
12 8 12 16 
14 8 13 17 20 
16 8 14 18 22 
18 8 14 19 23 
20 8 14 20 23 
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B. From the table, it can be soeen, for instance, that if 2-log trees 
average 14 inches dbh, the E:ff is 13. 
C. Using the table, the procedul'E! for determining volume per act·e is : 
1. Tally point sample tt·ees by height classes. 
2. Total the trees in each height class. 
3. )lultiply t>ach sum by the appropriate Bff. 
4. Total these products. 
5. Divide this total by the number of points in the sample. 
6. )1ultiply by BAF to get board feet per acre. 
(Note that since Hff was obtained by dividing tree volume by 
BA X 10, it will be nece:ssat·y as a final step to multiply final 
answer by 10.) 
(Note, too, that the procedure above is simplified, but like 
T.A.l., where: 
~ bfl' no. trees 
Volume = --- X X BAF, 
no. trees no. points 
here: 
~B1ff 
Volume = - -- X BAF X 10. 
no. po,ints 
III. If no suitable volume table is available the bff or cff may be determined 
by felling timber in each height class or, i f preferred, each dbh-height 
class, and measuring it fot· volume. 
A. The following procedure is used: 
1. Fell the sample trees. 
2. Secure suitable tree mea.sures (usually d.i.b. at some regular 
length interval, and dbh). 
3. Apply a suitable log rulE! to obtain log volume. 
4. Total to obtain tree volume. 
5. Calculate the average tree volume and basal area for each dbh-
height class, or each height class. 
6. Divide tree ,•olume b~· tme RA, or usually in case of Bff divide 
by 10 times BA. 
IV. Appropriate factors for southerh pine were suggested by Grosenbaugh 
(1952a). 
A. Bff's based on Mesavage and Git·ard Form Class 80 (about average 
for reasonably well-stocked Recond-gt·owl h !lotttllent pine) : 
Merch. Length 
zero log 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
International 
14 Inch 
- 0 --
7 
13 
18 
23 
28 
Bff 
Scribner 
0 
6 
11 
16 
20 
25 
B. The cff's for reasonably stocked southem pine: 
Doyle 
0 
4 
8 
12 
15 
21 
P1·actical Point-SCt?npling 13 
1\Ierch. Length, cff Merch. Length, cff 
feet feet 
0 0 40 26 
10 7 50 31 
20 14 60 36 
w ~ w u 
V. A formula suggested by Grosenbaugh (1955) for International board 
foot Yolume per acre in southem pine is: 
(l:L) (60) (BAF) 
Board foot volume per acre == --------
N 
where L is merch. height of !trees in 16-foot logs, 
N is number of sample points. 
A. The factor 60 is based on average southem pine and allows for an 
i11crease in tr·ee dbh and form class with tree heights. 
SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 
I. Point-sampling is tree sampling proportional to tree BA. This was 
shown i'n the section conceming construction of a stand table, where 
the equation for computing the stand table blow-up factor was: 
BAF 
N 
Factor= - --
0.00545·115 o• 
A. The factors for three common vallues of RA Fare: ' 
DBH Class 
Tnches 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14. 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
Stand Table Blo_
7
w-=-:-'u"'p;....;;F..;;a..;;c.;;.;to;.;;l.;;;.'S::::-:::-
~5--:::B:-:-A-:::F:- 10-BAF 20-RAF 
57.30 114.59 229.20 
25.47 50.93 101.86 
14.32 28.66 57.30 
9.16 18.33 36.67 
6.37 12.7a 25.47 
4.68 9.35 18.71 
3.58 7.16 14.32 
2.83 5.66 11.32 
2.29 4.58 9.16 
1.89 3.79 7.58 
1.59 3.18 6.37 
'Some values in the tabulation are slightly different from those which 
would be computed f1·om values in Table 6, due to rounding off. 
B. These are easily computed using the equation shon-n as, for in-
stance, the 10-BAF and dbh class of 4 inches: 
10 
1 
Factor = -----
(0.00545415) (41) 
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10 
---------------(0.00545-415) {16) 
10 
------
0.0872664b 
= 114.5916. 
C. Hence, the smaller the dbh class, the smaller the percent of sample, 
and therefore the larger the multiplier must be to com·ert to 
per-acre values. This is an advantage over some other sampling 
methods since the bulk of counting or m<>asuring labor is used 
on the more valuable, larger dbh classes. 
II. Several other kinds of sampling are proportional to area, as for in-
stance plot-sampling. 
A. In plot-sampling, if one wanted to change count of sample trees on 
a 1/5-acJ·e plot to trees per acre, the same multiplier (5) would be 
used for all dbh classes. 
B. Generally, the same principle applies to line sampling and tran-
sect-sampling. Counts along· a line or transect are related to the 
count for an area, and all dbh class counts are multiplied by a 
constant to obtain per acre counts. 
C. Actually, as the typical uneven-aged stand table clearly shows, 
there are far more small t1:-ees than large trees in the forest, so 
a cruiser spends more time than warranted, b)' volume or value, 
in measuring or counting them. (For instance, on 110 circular 
1/5-acre CFT plots establi~1hed in Sabine County by the School 
of Forestry, over half of the stems came from the 5- and 6-inch 
diamete1· classes.) 
D. The same considerations would be valid for a mixture of small 
even-agt>d stands. One would expect to stratify and sample dif-
ferently in even-aged stanfh; large enough to be treated separately. 
III. Some problems perhaps best solved by a sampling method other 
than point-sampling are: 
A. To determine survival of seedlings in plantings, sample-rO\Y count-
ing is practicable. 
B. In natural reproduction inventories, random quadrat counts or 
transect or line counts may be more reasonable. 
C. For forage volume invento1ies, quadt·at clippings may be desired. 
D. When a count is not directly related to area, transect or line counts 
may suffice. 
IV. There are many considerations involved when trying to devise a point-
sampling scheme. Some of the most obvious are discussed, but many 
others are encountered in the field. One must be alett to note them 
and to make field time as productive as possible. 
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A. Random sampling principles should be used whenever reasonable 
because any mN1sure which is averaged will he of limited Yalue 
if not accompanied by a measure of variability or accuracy. 
B. Systematic samples may be subjected to analyses suitable for ran-
dom samples hut t he results must be accepted with reservation. 
Nevertheless, the systematic forest sample will generally be more 
precise than othe1· kinds of samples of the same size, so systematic 
sampling docs have some adYantage. 
C. Two-p1;sm sampling may be l!tdvantageous when two arbitrarily 
defined populations occupy the same area. 
1. A sawtimber population and a pulpwood population are present. 
To count the sawtimber trees with a 5-BAF prism would be too 
time consuming, but to count pulpwood size trees with a 10-BAF 
prism might admit too few trees for an adequate sample. 
2. The obvious solut ion is to sample each arbit1·a•·ily defined popu-
lation with the inst.•·ument b<est suited to measure it. 
D. Combined plot and point-sampling may he suitable fo1· some situa-
tions simila1· to that discussed above, or perhaps combined point 
and t•·anscd o1· line-sampling would be better. 
1. Fo1· timbe1· volume and reproduction counts, one might use 
point-samples for volume, and :;;tocked quach·at~ fo1· reproduc-
tion. 
2. For timbe1· volume and thi.nning prescl'iption, one could use 
row tree counts (or prescribing, and point-sampling for timber 
volume estimating. 
E . Subsampling (to save time) may be desi1·able in situations when 
some attribute with small variance is needed in combination with 
some other of larger variance, or where economics may dictate 
fewer measurements of a difficult nature. 
1. For estimating volume in pulpwood siz<' plantations, use point-
sampling to count trees, and randomly select trees out of the 
point-sample count fo t· heigbt rneasu1·es (height is a time-con-
suming measure, and all the- merchantable trees may be nearly 
the same height). 
2. The same l<incl of solution might apply if one were sampling to 
const t'llct a stand table or to obtain volume when volume fac-
tors are based on dbh. 
3. Particula rly, in 1V.E.2., the mndom selection of individual 
sample trees fo•· the measured subsample would be important 
(aYoid the idea of measut·i·ng trees 1fOU s<>lect on the premise 
that a set number should b·~ measured in each class). 
4. Because some size class ma.y be limited by the nature of the 
stand (40-inch dbh trees for example) , perhaps all individuals 
of some classes should be measured in the subsample. When 
this is done, computational procedures must take this into ac-
count. 
F. Proportional sampling might be· used in areas whet·e stands can be 
stratified. 
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1. Separate ha1·tiwood from pine stands or young timber from old 
timbe•·, etc.; then sampl•~ each stand. 
2. This may involve not onlly variance of the populations, but also 
total stand area, value p•~r unit, etc. 
G. Cluster sampling may be better than the selection of a single sam-
pling unit at each location. 
1. In 1957-58, an area was sampled using the average of two 10-
BAF samples as a measure of BA per acre ,,·ith the following 
results, compared to 1/5-acre plots also measured in 1957-58 
and a subsequent singlE· 10-BA F sample in 1962 at the same 
location: 
Sampling Unit BA per A urn c (Sq. Ft.) (Sq. Ft.) (Per Cent) 
Avg. of 2 prism samples 
1957-58 70.18 2.17 30.92 
1/ 5-ac•·e plot 1957-58 70.72 2.20 31.11 
One prism sample 1962 62.87 2.80 44.53 
1/ 5-acre plot 1962 70.99 2.44 36.00 
2. The sampling scheme refened to above contained 110 sampling 
units, so a urn of about ± 10% could have been obtained in the 
1957-58 inventory with only about 10.52 or 11 points, but using 
only one prism count, aB the sampling unit in 1962, would have 
required about 21 points for similar precision. (Note: The 
probability is 68 in 100 chances.) 
3. Also, the 1957-58 point,-sampling was as precise as 1/ 5-acre 
plot-sampling, showing that on this area it is just as efficient 
for BA data as the larg;er plot-sample. 
4. Point-sampling is now employed in the Southern Forest Survey 
where 10 points, each a. chain apa1·t on varying azimuths, are 
used with limiting distances for a 37.5-BAF prism. 
H. Prescription sampling with the prism may be done advantageously. 
1. Grosenbaugh (1955) described a method of prescribing and 
marking thinnings in so:~uthern forests. With a 50-BAF prism, 
the count should neve1· be 3 (over 2) when the "leave" BA 
target is about 83 square feet. 
2. Similarly, where one-fo111rth or more points contain zero poten-
tial crop trees with 50-BAF prism, the area needs special atten-
tion for restocking or imcreasing stocking. 
3. On the Texas National Forests, a 37.5-BAF prism is similarly 
used in sampling during pre-sale planning. 
4. Seed tree marking, or checking of marked stands, may well 
be accomplished after marl .. :ing standards have been formulated. 
For instance, if the go•al is 7 large (average 19-20-inch dbh) 
trees per act·e to be left as seed trees, then BA per acre of seed 
trees would be about 15 square feet; so with a 5-BAF prism, 
seed tree counts should average 3. 
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V. The choice of a point-sampling instrument (choice of a BAF) might 
make point-sampling xomewltat c•omparable to plot-!lampling in the 
concept of percent of sample. 
A. This concept is disclaimed by authorities contacted by the authors 
and by published material on point-sampling or forest sampling 
because sampling varies with BA. 
B. Nevertheless, a case example from a Texas industrial fot-est is 
presented here because it may have value for .~omc situations: 
1. Trees on company land aver:age slightly over 12 inches dbh, and 
with a 10-BAF pdsm, this size tree has a tt-ee circle (or plot) 
of about 0.08 act·e; thus plot size averages 0.08 acre. 
2. 500 points will be located 01:1 200,000 act·es. 
3. Equivalent acres tallied: (500) (0.08) = 40.00 act·es. 
4. Percentage CI'Uise: 100 X 40.00/ 200,000 = 0.2 percent. 
VI. Bias in point-sampling is as important a consideration as in any 
sampling. It ix lo b~ Ctuoided. 
A. Systematic instead of random samples may cause bias. 
1. As a result of the coincidence of the natural population dis-
tribution and sample point locations, all points could fall in 
high site-class areas, thus omitting l'idge tops and dry sites. 
2. Bias could happen as a result of man's activities. By r:andom 
selection of a starting point for a systematic cruise, one might 
select a spot 2 chains soultheast of the northwest corner of 
each 160-ac rc square block of fo t·est land, not h.'llowing that 50 
years ago a steam skidder yard was located in each of these 
spots, making each such spoot non-repl'N•entativ<> of the whole 
forest. 
B. Improper use of tools causes bias. 
1. If the prism is hand-held and by some quirk always 4-5 degrees 
out of horizontal (which womld not be compensating), the count 
\Yill be in et·rot·. 
2. If the cruise1· swings the prism around him instead of t•ice 
ver.~a. the count will be w-rong. 
3. If one measures distance from th<' point to the IIN!Test edge 
of a bot·derline tree instead of to center of tree, the count will 
be incorrect. (Note if one-half dbh is subtracted, then nearest 
edge of t1·ee wou ld be correct.) 
C. Ignoring slope conection IIWY be acc('ptablc for >~on•e southern for-
ests; for many in F:ast Texas it would not. 
D. Borderline trees, if not properly handled, may be a source of bias. 
1. As a t·esult of etToneous reading or '''t;ting of a rule, bias 
may be intt·oduced. 
a. The t·ule should be: " Include border tt·ees on the west side, 
exclude those on the east side" ot·, rephrased, "Count every 
borderline tree as 1h tre•~." 
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h. The r·u le should not b•~ : "At each point, count the first bor-
derline tree, omit the :second, count. the third, etc." (Because 
borderline tree!{ will b•• ahout 1 in :20, and because ordinar·ily 
only one would be found on 2 or· 3 plots, all would get 
counted.) 
:2. lf borderline trees are not measured to accurately determine 
whether· in or out, an unconscious bias may develop wherein 
many "out." trees m·e counted, or 1•ire versn. This may not be 
compensating. 
3. Looking at t.rees always at c:>ye level or some place other than 
4.5 feet abo,·e aver·age gr·ound line would not be compensating. 
E. "Br·ush bias" (trees hPhind brush or other· trees) may cause count 
to be low, but. never· high. 
1. Proper use of the:> prism and proper selection of BA F can 
u~uall11 overcom<' thi~ in Routhern for·psts (a problem in "Rig 
Thicket" country). 
2. In the Pacific Northwest. this bias is controlled by looking at 
each tre<' at top of first. 16-foot log instead of breast height 
(Rtu ce 1961). 
VI I. Point-sampling statistical analysis is similat· to that for any sam-
pling, patticularly wher<' one is wor·king with relatively large samples 
and a continuous variable. Actually, tree counts, as in BA estimation 
with point-lSarnpl<'s, ar<> discrete; but this Rhould not. be a barr·ier· to 
th<' US<' of normal statistical analyses for continuous var·iables, since 
basal area per· acre is a continuous vatiable. 
Statistical analysis uses variance as measured in a sample. 1f X is 
the mN\>:ur<>d variable, then it:s value must he ascertairwd for <'ach 
sample point. The variance is computed with the equation: 
(~X)' 
~x· - ---
N 
V= - --
N-1 
where V = variance o:>f X, 
X = measurement. at a point, 
N = number of points. 
Othet· statistical values not·ma,lly needed from point sample cr·uises 
are : 
A. Standard deviation = u = \1-V. 
B. Standard enor of the mean = um = ~ ~. 
u(lOO) 
C. Co<>nicient of variation = C = --- . 
~1 
2 um (100) 
D. Pr·oportional limit of error = P le. = -----
M 
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E. Number of observations fOI' 68 p•et·cent confidence 
v o" 
-----
om• om• 
Number of obsen·ations for 95 percent confidence 
4V 
om• 
c 
F. Sampling enor of mNtn in pereent, = S = - -. 
VN 
in 
in 
G. Combined sampling enor in percent, = Se%, where 
Se~ = \ (S ofbff (or cff))' + (S of t1-eecount.)'~ 
om 
om 
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- N = 
I. '!'here are many ways of computing limber volumes from point-sam-
ples. Five are illustrated: 
A. The fi1·st, is similar to the standall'd volume table approach in plot 
c1·uising, sample tt·ccs being class'ified by height and diam£>ter. 
B. The st>cond is based on local ,·olume tables as used in com•entional 
plot c1·uising, sample t1·ees being classified by diameter only. 
C. The next is like the lo(·al volume table approach except that sample 
tL•ees a1-e classified by height. l'athm· than dbh, with a volume factor 
for each height. class. 
D. The fourth method is like I.C. ex•cept, that. a singl<' average factor 
is used fo1· all height classes. 
E. The last method involves co1wertiing trees tallied in the fi eld into 
volumes per act-e in a cumulative tally. 
I I. The system where in sample trees are classified by height and dbh is 
simple and direct. 
A. A good xtandord t·olume tahle is nee(led. 'l'o illustrate the proc£>-
dure, a volume table for an arelt on the Sabine National Forest 
for loblolly pine is sho,,-n in Table J. 
B. Each tree volume in the table is d·ivided by the BA o( the dhh class 
to which it belongs. 
L For 10-inch dbh, 1 log, the volume is 23 bd. ft., and 
23 
bff = --------
(3.1416) (10) '/144(4) 
= 23/ 0.545, 
= 42. 
2. As a furthe1· refinement, each of the basal a1·ea factors thus 
derived is commonly divided 'by JO to reduce the size of the 
numbers involved; thus 
bfC 
Bff = - -, 
10 
= 42/ 10, 
= 4.2 which is ft·equently rounded off to 4. 
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C. Table 2 was made in that manner from Table 1. 
TABLE 1. LOBLOLLY PINE !GROSS BOARD FOOT VOLUMES 
(SCRIBNER LOG RULE), SABINE NATIONAL FOREST. 
Form Class 74 76: 77 79 80 82 
Height in Logs 
DBH Class 1 1.15 2 2.5 3 3.5 
10 23 31 39 50 53 
11 30 41 52 68 74 
12 38 5:2 65 88 93 106 
13 47 615 83 112 119 137 
14 56 7'7 101 136 144 166 
15 66 9:3 119 163 174 201 
16 76 1110 138 190 205 236 
17 88 12'7 162 222 289 279 
18 101 144 186 254 273 322 
19 114 16:3 212 291 312 865 
20 128 18:2 238 327 351 410 
21 142 20:3 266 368 394 461 
22 157 225 293 409 437 511 
28 174 25·0 327 456 488 570 
24 191 274 362 503 537 630 
25 208 30:2 396 550 592 693 
TABLE 2. LOBLOLLY PINE BOARD FOOT FACTORS BY DBH AND 
HEIGHT CLASSES, SA:BINE NATIONAL FOREST. 
Height in Logs 
DBH Class 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 8.5 
10 4.2 5.7 7.2 9.2 9.7 
11 4.5 6.2 7.9 10.3 11.2 
12 4.8 6.6 8.3 11.2 11.8 13.5 
13 5.1 7.0 9.0 12.1 12.9 14.9 
14 5.2 7.2 9.4 12.7 13.5 15.5 
15 5.4 7.6 9.7 18.8 14.2 16.4 
16 5.4 7.9 9.9 13.6 14.7 16.9 
17 5.6 8.1 10.3 14.1 15.2 17.7 
18 5.7 8.1 10.5 14.4 15.4 18.2 
19 5.8 8.3 10.8 14.8 15.8 18.5 
20 5.9 8.3 10.9 15.0 16.1 18.8 
21 5.9 8.4 11.1 15.3 16.4 19.2 
22 5.9 8.5 11.1 15.5 16.6 19.8 
23 6.0 8.7 11.3 15.8 16.9 19.8 
24 6.1 8.7 11.5 16.0 17.1 20.1 
25 6.1 8.9 11.6 16.1 17.4 20.3 
D. A three-step procedure th.en determines volume per acre from 
point-samples. 
1. Tally sample trees by dbh and height at the sample points. 
2. For each tree tallied, ~~xtract the appropriate Bff from the 
table. 
3. Sum the Bff's, divide by the number of points, and multiply 
by 10 X BAF to obtain boa1·d foot volume per acre. .. 
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E. A suitable tally sheet is shown in Figure 3. 
Stephen F. Austin State College School of Forestry 
Point.Sample T .• lly Sheet 
DBH Tree Height in 16 Foot logs 
Class I I 1.5 2 2.5 3 I 3.5 
10 I 
II 
12 
13 
1-4 
IS 
16 
17 
18 I ~ 19 
20 
21 
22 
23 I 
2-4 
25 
line -------- Type -------- Date -------
No, of Points ----------· Estimator ----------
Figure 3. A tally sheet for use when all point-samples in a line or unit are 
tallied together as a single unit. 
III. The system wherein the sample trt~es are tallied by dbh class only 
simplifies field work. 
A. A local volume table is used witl~out modification. 
B. Stand blowup factors, one for •each dbh class, are computed as 
follows: 
BAF 
Stand blowup factor = - ----- , 
BA pm· tree 
where: BA per tt-ee is in squa_t-e feet, 
and BAF is determined by the prism. 
C. For the 5-inch class and for a 3.0:3 diopter prism, for instance: 
Stand blowup factor = 10/ 0.1364, 
= 73.3 
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D. With the local \'Oiume table and the stand blowup factor, to get 
volume pet· acre in each dbh class, multiply sample tree count by 
stand blowup factor, then nnultiply that. product by volume per 
tree (Figure 4). 
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TAL~Y SHEET •• FOR !'OI~T SAMPlES O~Y 
lir£ Oo'e 
Poi n~ Estl ... tor 
Olo,..,hr Fie ld ':'rt•~ st .. nd Trees Cubic 8otJr tl Cubic Boord 
C ia$~ T~ lly per Tab le per Foot Foot Foo t Foot 
Po int Blowup Acre Vo>h.,.e Volur .. e Vo l""'c VO I I..W!'e 
Foetor 8 lo·•up Blowl.p per per 
Factor Fertcr Acrt' Acre 
Shod I e<o f PI ne 
, 73·3 I,IJ.. 
0 7C o9 2.57 
I 5(· ~-28 B re . 
9 22 , a :~ 
IC 1? . ~.~. 
I<' I.! 61. .~ 
l t. .. lt.O 
It> .I ?0 I 
IB . ~ :>8 
?0 . b l\t;' 
22 ll ·~~ 
24 . 2 <;16 
?6 7 ~ 66l .. 
28 ? , > No e 
0 .o cr.>? .n 
To • 
Loblolly Pine 
5 '~'·' 1. 1<'1 
0 50.9 ?.6~ 
7 37.4 4-~ 
11 a> . t> t>.?O 
9 ;r~.b 5 , !)9 
0 17. 3 t.o . ; 
12, 8? 0 
' ' .7 lb 20 
8 
. 7 
?C 4.6 
?2 3.8 . 7 
3 . 2 0 
2b 2 8.1 
26 2., 808 , !> 
l\0 ? . 0 940.4 
Tot a I 
So"tloot>er Voluoe by Scribner Log Rule 
Figure 4. A tally shl:'et for use whEm point-sample tree dbh only '"ill be 
measured and local volum•~ table employed. 
lV. When sample tt·ees at·e classified by height only, field time is saved. 
1 
l 
l 
l 
1 
J 
) 
l 
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A. To develop the factors needed :for this point-sampling, start with 
a curve of dbh over height and a standard volume table as, for 
instance, Table 1 from which Table 2 could be developed. 
B. Then, for each height class from the curve, determine average 
dbh, and from Table 2 extract t.he proper Bff fol' that height class. 
C. If a suitable volume table is no1t avai lable, derh·e the factors from 
basic data. 
D. The necessary tree measurements by height classes will be: 
1. T1·ee volume, and 
2. Tree dbh. 
Note: To show the procedure, Table 3 presents some data from 
the Sabine National Forest. 
E. Compute a bff for each height class by dividing ave1·age volume 
by average BA in each height class (Table 3). 
TABLE 3. LOBLOLLY PINE SAWTIMBER TREE MEASUREMENTS 
FROM SABTNE NATIONAL FOREST, 1958 (300 trees) 
Ht. CIMs T1·ecs Avg. dbh 
(feet) (number) (inches) 
12 1 10.3 
16 3 9.8 
18 6 10.7 
20 5 10.9 
22 4 11.1 
24 12 11.4 
26 9 11.0 
28 9 11.5 
30 19 11.9 
32 23 11.5 
34 20 13.2 
36 13 13.5 
38 23 12.8 
40 13 14.6 
42 7 14.2 
44 10 15.1 
Avg. Vol. 
(bd. ft. Set·ib.). 
36.4 
37.9 
46.6 
51.3 
55.8 
61.0 
60.3 
69,4 
78.1 
74.9 
107.2 
115.8 
110.0 
149.1 
143.0 
176.8 
Ht. Class 
(feet) 
46 
48 
50 
52 
54 
56 
58 
60 
62 
64 
66 
68 
70 
72 
76 
Total 
'l'•·ees Avg. dbh Avft. Vol. 
(number) (inches) (bd. ft. Scrib.) 
21 
16 
12 
13 
8 
12 
9 
8 
4 
4 
5 
5 
2 
3 
1 
300 
16.3 
16.8 
16.4 
17.3 
16.7 
16.7 
17.5 
17.7 
20.4 
17.6 
18.1 
17.6 
18.1 
20.1 
19.2 
220.0 
240.1 
231.3 
273.0 
258.9 
270.6 
308.4 
323.8 
456.5 
335.9 
377.7 
354.6 
384 .6 
506.8 
477.9 
F. l\1ake a curve of bff over heigh 1t. This may be done graphically or 
mathematically. Ft·om Table 3 the equation for this line was 
y = 15.2 + 2.9x (When y was b:ff and x was height class) . 
G. For each height class, take from the curve (or compute by the 
equation of the curve) the bff. 
1. The equation from Table 3 g;ave these: 
Ht. Logs 
0 
0.5 
1 
1.5 
2 
2.5 
bff 
38 
62 
85 
108 
131 
Ht. Logs 
3 
3.5 
4 
4.5 
5 
5.5 
bff 
154 
178 
201 
224 
247 
270 
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H. To use these in point-sampling, tally sample trees by height classes 
and determine the sum of bff by multiplying the number of trees 
in each class by the appropriate bff. 
I. Then compute volume per acre with the equation: 
1: bff 
Vol., bd.ft. per acre=----- (BAF). 
no. points 
J. Table 4 shows similar basic d:ata and Table 5 the cff's from cubic 
foot volumes from the Sabine National Forest. 
V. The system where one average factor is used to compute volume in 
board feet when sample trees are classified by height only is explained 
by Grosenbaugh (1955). Hunt (1961) said that the bff (a number 
normally near 60 for average southern pine timber volumes based on 
International lA, -inch log rule) could be derived from tree height and 
stock and stand tables usually av•ailable. 
A. When the bff has been obtained, board foot volume may be computed 
by the equation: 
(l:L) (BAF) (a number near 60) 
Vol., bd. ft. per acre = 
N 
where N is the number of points, and 
l:L is the sum of sample tree heights in 16-foot logs at 
those points. 
B. A suitable field form when utsing a factor like this is shown in 
Figure 5, where the bff is 55 for hardwood and 60 for pine, and 
the local cord volume factors are given. 
Note: Throughout this discussion, bff and board foot volumes generally 
have been used, but cff's are sim:ilarly computed. 
VI. A cumulative tally sheet using ada.pted values obtained from a standard 
volume table may be preferred ·in converting point-sample measure-
ments into per acre volumes rather than to compute special volume 
factors as in II-V, above. 
A. The procedure to conve1t volunne per tree into volume per acre: 
1. Determine the volume of ea.ch tree from a standard volume table. 
For instance, a 12-inch, S-log loblolly pine tree in the Sabine 
National Forest has a gross volume of 93 board feet, Sc1;bner 
Log Rule (Table 1). 
2. Multiply volume per tree by stand table blowup factor for the 
diameter class. A 12-inch tree has a factor of 12.7 (Figure 4): 
93 board feet X 12.7 = 1181.1 board feet per acre. 
3. Round this value to the nea.rest hundred board feet per acre and 
enter in the cumulative tally sheet (Figure 6). The entries are 
12, 24, and 35, respectively under 12 inches, 3 logs. 
4. In like manner, cubic-foot volume per acre can be employed in 
the cumulati,,e tally (Figure 6). 
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TABLE 4. LOBLOLLY PINE PULPWOOD TREE MEASUREMENTS 
FROM SABINE NATIONAL FOREST (437 trees). 
Ht. Class Trees Avg.dbh Avg. Vol Ht. Clru;s Trees Avg. dbh Avg. Vol. 
(feet) ( number) (inches) (cu. ft.) (feet) (number) (inches) (cu. ft.) 
8 15 4.9 .95 28 7 8.2 7.33 
10 27 5.1 1.18 30 21 7.9 7.31 
12 54 5.4 1.55 32 20 8.2 8.36 
14 53 5.9 2.06 34 8 8.2 8.79 
16 54 5.9 2.39 36 7 8.5 9.95 
18 46 6.5 3.16 38 3 9.2 11.98 
20 30 6.8 3.79 40 3 9.3 12.84 
22 34 7.1 4.40 42 2 8.4 11.49 
24 23 7.5 5.38 44 1 9.1 13.62 
26 28 7.3 5.55 48 1 9.3 15.32 
TABLE 5. LOBLOLLY PINE CUBIC FOOT VOLUME FACTORS FOR 
POINT-SAMPLING, FROM THE EQUATION-CFF = 1.98 + 0.65 H. 
Merch. Ht. Cu. Ft. Factor Merch. Ht. Cu. Ft. Factor 
(feet) (feet) 
0 28 20.18 
8 7.18 32 22.78 
12 9.78 36 25.38 
16 12.38 40 27.98 
20 14.98 44 30.58 
24 17.58 48 33.18 
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Figure 5. A tally sheet for use when point-sample tree heights are tallied 
and a single factor for each product is applied in computing 
volume per acre. 
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Number of 16-Foot logs 
OBH I 1.5 2 2 . 5 3 3 . 5 4 4 · 5 5 5 . 5 Total , 
I U .) /\) ,, ll 10 <14 .)/ ':1 I ll /ll I U ;..'U .) l ;t /4 
.. /U . ~ ..: .)4 ll ;tl .)U / / . / 4U .)l 
14 1' ?0 '?7 91726~4 II ? I ~? 17 ?4 ~· 15 29 44 16 ~2 17 ~ 
16 6 131926 9 17 26 34 II 2 1 3? J3 ?_5 38 15 30 45 17 34 18 36 
18 713 ?0?6 9 172634 I I //33 13 ?6 39 16 32 4a I a 35 19 3a 
20 6 13 19 26 9 17 26 35 II 22 33 13 '?7 40 16 3?. 49 Ia 36 20 39 .n 43 :>3 46 
22 6 13 19 ?6 9 1a ?6 35 II ?3 34 14 '?7 41 16 33 49 19 3a 21 41 ?3 45 24 -1a 
24 6 13 19'26 9 Ia 27 36 12 23 35 14 2a 42 17 34 51 19 3a 21 42 23 37 25 50 
26 6 I) 19 26 9 Ia 27 36 II 23 34 14 2a 42 17 34 5 1 19 39 21 42 23 47 25 5 1 
2a 6 13 19 25 9 Ia 26 35 12 23 35 14 2a 42 17 34 52 19 39 21 42 24 48 26 51 
30 6 13 ICI 25 9 18 27 36 12 23 35 14 28 43 17 35 52 20 39 22 43 26 52 2a 5~ 
Subtotal 
10 4 A 16 I) 16 , I~ X ?6 lA ?A 
12 5 10 14 19 7 132026 8 16 ?5 II 22 34 12 ?4 35 13 27 15 30 
14 5 II 16 21 7 14 22 ?9 9 19 28 13 26 38 14 27 41 16 31 17 34 
16 5 II 16 22 a 16 2~ ~~ 10 ?() 29 13 27 40 15 29 44 17 ~ 19 ~8 
16 6 J ? 17 23 a 16 25 33 II 21 3? 14 :>9 43 16 31 47 I a 37 20 40 
20 6 12 18' 24 a 11 25 ~3 I I 22 ~~ 15 30 4 5 16 32 48 19 3a 
" 42 23_ 47 25_ 49 
22 6 12 1824 9 172634 II 22 33 16 31 47 17 33 50 19 39 22 44 24 49 26 ~z 
24 6 12 Ia 24 9 I a 26 ~5 12 2~ ~5 16 32 4a 17 ~ 5? 20 40 23 45 ?5 5 2 54 
26 6 12 18 24 9 18 27 36 12 23 35 16 32 48 17 35 52 20 41 23 46 26 5 1 2a 55 
2a 6 12 2a 24 9 18 27 36 12 23 35 16 33 49 18 35 53 21 41 23 46 26 52 2a 56 3060 
30 6 12 I a 25 9 Ia 27 36 12 24 36 17 33 50 I a 36 54 21 42 ?4 4 7 27 53 29 58 3 1 62 
Subtoto 1 
r o wo 00 hi sa ba be 
12 5 10 I " 20 7 12 20 27 9 Ia 26 10 19 30 II 22_ 34 12 24 
14 5 II 17 22 a 15 23 30 10 29 39 II :>2 :n 13 26 39 14 2a 
16 ' I? 17 ,~ a 16 ?4 .22 10 ;>Q 31 12 24 '( 14 28 4? 15 30 
Ia 6 " 18 ?4 e 11 :>!: 34 II 21 37 13 25 38 15 30 45 16 33 
?0 6 2 8 ?5 Q 17 26 3.5_ II 22 34 13 26 . 39 16 2_1 47 17 ~ 
22 6 I? I" 25 9 17 26 35 12 ?3 35 14 ?7 4 1 16 3? 46 19 3!' 
24 6 ~ 19 25 9 I S ?7 ';6 2 ?4 v ; 4 :>8 4 ? 7 ~~ 50 l A ~7 
26 6 13 19 26 9 18 27 36 12 24 36 14 :>8 43 17 33 50 18 37 
28 6 13 19 26 9 I a 27 37 12 24 36 14 28 4' 17 34 5 1 19 37 
30 6 13 19 26 9 19 2a 37 12 24 36 14 29 43 17 34 52 19 3a 
Sub toto 
legend: Red Oak / Post Ook - Sweet Gum o Beech - Ot her 
White Ook '-.. H ickory 1 Block Gum 0 Grand Totol ~ 
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:\llSCELLANEOUS VOLU:\1E FACTORS 
I. Using shortleaf pine tt·ee measw·ement averages from the Sabine Na-
tional Forest, and the procedurE~ illustrated for board feet by Hunt 
(1961), a cff of 0.7 was computed for use as follows: 
(sum tree merch. ht. in feet) (0.7) (BA F) 
Cubic feet per acre = 
number of sample points 
II. Grosenbaugh (1955) offers the following equation for computing south-
ern pine cord volume per acre, uBing an instrument with BAF = 10: 
Volume per acre 
in rough 
stacked sum of total tree h•~ight in feet of all sample b·ees 
cords=-----------------------
(20) (number of sample points) 
A. If a local factor othet· than ~!0 is desired, it can be calculated and 
is usually between 18 and 21.. 
B. The procedu1·e: 
1. Select several small rept-e~;entali,·e areas. 
2. On each, measure to determine individual tree BA and total 
height in feet. 
3. Determine sum of (BA X height) for each area. 
4. Cut the t1·ees into pulpwo•t>d; stack and measure cords for each 
a1·ea. 
5. Compute the factor fot· each a1·ea with the equation: 
sum of [ (BA) (height)) 
Factor = ------------
sum of volume (cords) 
111. Grosenbaugh (1955) rewrites his equation so that it may be used for 
any instl·ument with a known BJ~F in sampling southem pines: 
Volume per acre 
in J'ough (sum total tree hts.) (0.005) (BAF) 
stacked cords = ----------------
number of sample points 
A. This is the same equation as in II, with the BAF inserted and the 
\'alues rearranged. 
B. If a locally more accurate fa.ctor than 0.005 is desired, it may be 
computed in the same manne:r as described for the 20-factot· above, 
exccpt that the right side of the equation is inve1-ted to read: 
sum of volume (cords) 
Factor = --------
sum of [(BA)(hts.)) 
TV. Using thc procedure in III., and values from yield tables, classes at 
Stephen F. Austin State Colleg;e devised factors for three southem 
pine species in various localities: 
Virginia pine in east Tennessee 
Longleaf pine in Georgia 
Shottleaf pine plantation of low fotm 
class in east TennesSE!e 
0.0047, 
0.00524, 
0.0045. 
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A. Note that some of these at·e app1·eciably different from 0.005, and 
therefore a locally derived factor nw,y be of some importance. 
V. If we rewrite Grosenbaugh's equation in II., to include the BAF, it 
becomes: 
Volume per acre 
in rough (no. trees) (BA}') (avg. total tree ht.) 
stacked cords = (10) (20) (1~0. sample points) 
A. Rearranged, this equation could be shown thus : 
Volume per acre 
in rough (no. trees) (BAF) avg. total tree ht. 
stacked cords = ------- X ----- --
100(no. sample points) 2 
no. trees 
B. But (BAF) = BA per acre, 
no. points 
so, BA per acre in 100 square f•~et units X half the a\·erage total 
tree height = volume per acre iu t·ough stacked cords. 
THE STAND TABLE BLOW-UP FACTOR 
I. The stand table blow-up factor (S.'r.F.) gives the stand table values 
when multiplied by point-sample trete counts tallied by dbh class at one 
point. 
A. Therefore, for each dbh class: 
Trees per act·e = (S.T.F.) (point-sample tree count). 
B. A stand table may be made in thi::; manner. 
C. In addition, if the count came from N points, the product is divided 
by N. 
II. The S.T.F. for each dbh class and HAl" can be computed by the equa-
tion: 
BAF 
S.T.F. = -----
BA per tree 
A. It would be easier to compute for any particular BAF if multiplica-
tion by the constant BAF could be perfo•·med. 
B. This can be accomplished if the equation is changed to: 
S.T.F. = (BAF) (reciprocal of BA per tree) 
C. Table 6 is a list of these reciprocals; the values may be used in the 
above equation to produce the appropriate S.T.F.'s for any BAF. 
~ 
TABLE 6. RECIPROCALS OF HASAL AHEA (SQIJARE FEET) BY .1 INCH INCRE~IENT OF 0 
DIA~IETER RREAST HJ::IGHT FRO~l 1 INCH TO 25.9 IKCHES . 
DBH .0 .1 . 2 .:! .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 
1 181.8182 151.5152 126.5822 108.69!)6 9:!.4579 81.3008 71.4286 6:3.2911 56.4972 50.7614 
2 45.8716 41.4938 37.8788 34.6021 31.8471 29.3255 27.1003 25.1256 2:3.3645 21.7865 
3 20.3666 19.0840 17.8891 16.8:!50 15.8479 14.9701 14.1443 13.3869 12.6904 12.0482 
4 11.4548 10.9051 10.3950 9.9206 9.4697 9.0580 8.6655 8.2986 7.9554 7.6!~36 
5 7.3314 7.0472 6.7797 6.5274 6.289!l 6.0606 5.8480 5.643:3 5.4496 5.2659 en 
6 5.0942 4.9285 4.7687 4.6189 4.476!l 4.3403 4.2088 4.0850 :l.965 l a.8506 
.... 
"' ~
7 3.7411 3.6377 :t5an 3.4'100 !3.3478 :3.2595 3.1746 8.0921 a.o.ta9 2.9:177 ;::::-... 
8 2.8645 2.7949 2.7270 2.6617 2.5988 2.5374 2.4789 2.4225 2.3674 2.:H48 .. 
9 2.2635 2.2139 2.1664 2.1200 2.0751 2.0317 1.9893 1.9486 1.9091 1.8706 :".1 
10 1.8335 1.7973 1.7621 1.7283 1.6952 1.6631 1.6318 1.6015 1.5718 1.6432 ;:t. 
1 ' 1 C 1 ~C) 1 Aoo-t 1 AJ: 1 r. 1.4360 1.4108 1.3864 1.3626 1.3394 l.:H68 1.2947 ~ J..L .J. .V,LV~ ...Lo*U,.)Q.J.. .l-o'2V..LV .... 
12 1.2732 1.2523 1.2318 1.2118 1.1925 1.1734 1.1549 1.1368 1.1191 1.1018 ;i• 
18 1.0848 1.0684 1.0528 1.0865 1.0211 1.0060 0.9913 0.9768 0.9627 0.9489 en 
14 0.9355 0.9223 0.9093 0.8966 0.8842 0.8721 0.8601 0.8485 0.8;370 0.8258 ~ 
15 0.8149 0.8041 0.79:~6 0.7832 o.1n1 0.7631 0.7534 0.74:38 0.7344 0.7252 .... ... 
16 0.7162 0.7073 0.6986 0.6901 0.6817 0.6734 0.6654 0.6574 0.6496 0.6419 ~ 
17 0.6344 0.6270 0.6197 0.6126 0.6056 0.5987 0.5919 0.5852 0.5787 0.5722 ::::::: ... 
18 0.5659 0.5597 0.5535 0.5475 0.5415 0.5357 0.5300 0.524:i 0.5188 0.5138 <Q (!) 
19 0.5079 0.5026 0.4974 0.4922 0.4872 0.4822 0.4773 0.4724 0.4677 0.4630 
20 0.4584 0.4538 0.449:1 0.4449 0.4406 0.4363 0.4321 0.4279 0.'1238 0.4197 
21 0.4157 0.4118 0.4079 0.4041 0.4004 0.3966 0.3930 0.3894 0.3858 0.382:3 
22 0.3788 0.3754 0.3720 0.3687 0.3654 0.3622 0.3590 0.3558 0.;3527 0.3496 
23 0.3466 0.3436 0.3406 0.3377 0.3348 0.3320 0.3292 0.3264 0.:!237 0.!1210 
24 0.3183 0.3157 o.:H31 o.:uos 0.3080 0.3054 0.3030 0.3005 0.2981 0.2957 
25 0.2934 0.2910 0.2887 0.2864 0.2842 0.2820 0.2798 0.2776 0.2754 0.27:!3 
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CONSTRUCTING A TABLE OF "LIMITING DISTANCES" 
I. A diopter is 1 centimeter of displace•ment of a light ray at a distance 
of 100 centimeters from the optical lens-in our case a prism. 
II. A wedge or tt;angular prism is a piece of optical glass which refracts 
a light beam the refraction (or defi•~ction) being a factor of the rate 
of convergence of its non-parallel sides. 
A. Therefore, with a 10-BAF prism,. which is 3.03 diopters, a 12-inch 
dbh tree would be on the borderline at. 33 feet.: 
12 X 100 
3.03 
= 12 X 33 inches == 33 feet. 
B. By like reasoning, a 12-inch dbh tree viewed through a 20-BAF 
pl'ism, having 4.29 diopt.crs, would be borderline at 23.3 feet: 
12 X 100 
---- = l 2 X 23.3 inches = 23.3 feet. 
4.29 
C. For ease in computation, derive a multiplying factor for inches of 
dbh to get the borderline, or limiting distance. For a 10-BAF prism, 
12 inches of dbh had 33 feet to its borderline and, therefore, the 
"tl'ee cil·cle" factor is 2.75: 
33 
- = 2.75 the "tree circle" facitor. 
12 
D. The "tree circle" factor for a 20-BAF prism is 1.944: 
23.3 
-- = 1.94 
12 
E . Tn like manner, by knowing the BAF of the prism and its diop-
tet· power, we can calculate the multiplying factor for dbh to 
convert to feet for the borderline distance (Hovind and Rieck, 
1961). 
m. Tables 7 through 10 give the bordHrline distances by tenth-inch dbh 
classes for 5-, 10-, 20-, and 37.5-BAF prisms. Actually, by chaining 
to the center of each tree and measu t;ng its diameter, point-sampling 
is perfot·med without a prism. 
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TABLE 7. Lgi!TTNG DrSTANCES FOR 5-FACTOR PRIS;\1S-
HORIZONTAL . 
DBH .o .1 . 2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 
FBET 
5 19.44 19.83 20.22 20.61 21.00 21.39 21.78 22.17 22.56 22.95 
6 23.33 23.72 24.11 24.50 24,.89 25.28 25.67 26.06 26.45 26.83 
7 27.22 27.61 28.00 28.39 28.78 29.17 29.56 29.95 30.33 30.72 
8 31.11 31.50 31.89 32.28 3~~.67 33.06 33.45 33.83 34.22 34.61 
9 35.00 35.39 35.78 36.17 3{i.56 36.95 37.33 37.72 38.11 38.50 
10 38.89 39.28 39.67 40.06 40.45 40.83 41.22 41.61 42.00 42.39 
11 42.78 43.17 43.56 43.95 441.33 44.72 45.11 45.50 45.89 46.28 
12 46.67 47.06 47.45 47.83 48.22 48.61 49.00 49.39 49.78 50.17 
13 50.56 50.95 51.33 51.72 5~!.11 52.50 52.89 53.28 53.67 54.06 
14 54.45 54.83 55.22 55.61 5(i.00 56.39 56.78 57.17 57.56 57.95 
15 58.34 58.72 59.11 59.50 5H.89 60.28 60.67 61.06 61.45 61.84 
16 62.22 62.61 63.00 63.39 68.78 64 .. 17 64.56 64.95 65.35 65.72 
17 66.11 66.50 66.89 67.28 6~7.67 68.06 68.45 68.84 69.22 69.61 
18 70.00 70.39 70.78 71.17 7Jl.56 71.95 72.34 72.72 73.11 73.50 
1!) 73.89 74.28 74.67 75.06 71i.45 75.84 76.22 76.61 77.00 77.39 
20 77.78 78.17 78.56 78.95 7H.34 79.72 80.11 80.50 80.89 81.28 
21 81.67 82.06 82.45 82.84 8:!.22 83.61 84.00 84.39 84.78 85.17 
22 85.56 85.95 86.34 86.72 8'i.11 87.50 87.89 88.28 88.67 89.06 
23 89.45 89.84 90.22 90.61 91.00 91.39 91.78 92.17 92.56 92.94 
24 93.34 93.72 94.11 94.50 94.89 95.28 95.67 96.06 96.45 96.84 
25 97.22 97.61 98.00 98.39 98.78 99.17 99.56 99.95 100.34 100.73 
26 101.11 101.50 101.89 102.28 10!~.67 103.06 103.45 103.84 104.23 104.61 
27 105.00 105.39 105.78 106.17 10G.56 106.95 107.34 107.73 108.11 108.50 
28 108.89 109.28 109.67 110.06 110.45 110.84 111.23 111.61 112.00 112.39 
29 112.78 113.17 113.56 113.95 114.34 114.73 115.11 115.50 115.89 116.28 
30 116.67 117.06 117.45 117.84 118.23 118.61 119.00 119.39 119.78 120.17 
TABLE 8. LTMTTJNG DISTANCES FOR 10-FACTOR PRISMS-
HORIZONTAL. 
DBH .0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 
FI~ET 
5 13.75 14.02 14.30 14.57 14.85 15.12 15.40 15.67 15.95 16.22 
6 16.50 16.77 17.05 17.32 1'7.60 17.87 18.15 18.42 18.70 18.97 
7 19.25 19.52 19.80 20.07 210.35 20.62 20.90 21.17 21.45 21.72 
8 22.00 22.27 22.55 22.82 2:3.10 23.37 23.65 23.92 24.20 24.47 
9 24.75 25.02 25.30 25.57 2ip.85 26.12 26.40 26.67 26.95 27.22 
10 27.50 27.77 28.05 28.32 28.60 28.87 29.15 29.42 29.70 29.97 
11 30.25 30.52 30.80 31.07 3'1.35 31.62 31.90 32.17 32.45 32.72 
12 33.00 33.27 33.55 33.82 3·4.10 34.37 34.65 34.92 35.20 35.47 
13 35.75 36.02 36.30 36.57 36.85 37.12 37.40 37.67 37.95 38.22 
14 38.50 38.77 39.05 39.32 3·9.60 39.87 40.15 40.42 40.70 40.97 
15 41.25 41.52 41.80 42.07 42.35 42.62 42.90 43.17 43.65 43.72 
16 44.00 44.27 44.55 44.82 45.10 45.37 45.65 45.92 46.20 46.47 
17 46.75 47.02 47.30 47.57 47.85 48.12 48.40 48.67 48.95 49.22 
18 49.50 49.77 50.05 50.32 50.60 50.87 51.15 51.42 51.70 51.97 
19 52.25 52.52 52.80 53.07 5.3.35 53.62 53.90 54.17 54.45 54.72 
20 55.00 55.27 55.55 55.82 56.10 56.37 56.65 56.92 57.20 57.47 
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21 57.75 58.02 58.30 58.57 58.85 59.12 59.40 59.67 59.95 60.22 
22 60.50 60.77 61.05 61.32 61.60 61.87 62.15 62.42 62.70 62.97 
23 63.25 63.52 63.80 64.07 64.35 64.62 64.90 65.17 65.45 65.72 
24 G6.00 66.27 66.55 66.82 67.10 67.37 67.65 67.92 68.20 68.47 
25 68.75 69.02 69.30 69.57 69.85 70.12 70.40 70.67 70.95 71.22 
26 71.50 71.77 72.05 72.32 72.60 72.87 73.15 73.42 73.70 73.97 
27 74.25 74.52 74.80 75.07 75.35 75.62 75.90 76.17 76.45 76.72 
28 77.00 77.27 77.55 77.82 78.10 78.37 78.65 78.92 79.20 79.47 
29 79.75 80.02 80.30 80.57 80.85 81.12 81.40 81.67 81.95 82.22 
30 82.50 82.77 83.05 83.32 83.60 83.87 84.15 84.42 84.70 84.97 
TABLE 9. LIMITING DISTANCES FOR 20-FACTOR PRISMS-
HORIZONTAL . 
DBH .0 .1 .2 . 3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 
FEET 
5 9.72 9.92 10.11 10.30 10.50 10.69 10.88 11.08 11.28 11.47 
6 11.66 11.86 12.06 12.25 12.44 12.64 12.83 13.03 13.22 13.42 
7 13.61 13.81 14.00 14.19 14.39 14.58 14.78 14.97 15.17 15.36 
8 15.56 15.75 15.94 16.14 16.33 16.53 16.72 16.91 17.11 17.31 
9 17.50 17.69 17.89 18.08 18.28 18.47 18.67 18.86 19.06 19.25 
10 19.44 19.64 19.83 20.03 20.22 20.42 20.61 20.81 21.00 21.19 
11 21.39 21.58 21.78 21.97 22.17 22.36 22.56 22.75 22.95 23.14 
12 23.34 23.53 23.72 23.92 24.11 24.31 24.50 24.70 24.89 25.08 
13 25.28 25.47 25.67 25.86 26.06 26.25 26.45 26.64 26.83 27.03 
14 27.22 27.42 27.61 27.81 28.00 28.20 28.39 28.58 28.78 28.97 
15 29.17 29.36 29.56 29.75 29.95 30.14 30.33 30.53 30.72 30.92 
16 31.11 31.31 31.50 31.70 31.89 32.08 32.28 32.47 32.67 32.86 
l7 33,06 33.25 33.45 33.64 33.83 34.03 34.22 34.42 34.6l 34.81 
18 35.00 35.20 35.39 35.58 35.78 35.97 36.17 36.36 :36.56 36.75 
19 36.95 37.14 37.33 37.52 37.72 37.92 38.11 38.31 38.50 38.70 
20 38.89 39.08 39.28 39.47 39.67 39.86 40.06 40.25 40.45 40.64 
21 40.83 41.03 41.22 41.42 41.61 41.80 42.00 42.20 42.39 42.58 
22 42.78 42.97 43.17 43.36 43.56 43.75 43.95 44.14 44.33 44.53 
23 44.72 44.92 45.11 45.31 45.50 45.70 45.89 46.08 46.28 46.47 
21 46.67 46.86 47.06 47.28 47.45 47.64 47.83 48.03 48.22 48.42 
25 48.61 48.81 49.00 49.20 49.39 49.58 49.78 49.97 50.17 50.36 
26 50.56 50.75 50.95 51.14 51.33 51.53 51.72 51.92 62.11 52.31 
27 52.50 52.70 52.89 53.08 63.28 53.47 53.67 53.86 54.06 54.25 
28 54.45 54.64 54.83 55.0:1 55.22 55.42 55.61 55.81 56.00 56.20 
29 56.39 56.58 56.78 56.97 57.17 57.36 57.56 57.75 57.95 58.14 
30 58.34 58.53 58.72 58.92 69.11 59.31 59.50 59.70 59.89 60.09 
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TABLE 10. LIMITING DISTANCES FOR 37.5-FACTOR PRJS""rs-
HORIZONTAL . 
DBH . 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 
FJEJET 
5 7.13 7.26 7.39 7.52 7.66 7.79 7.92 8.12 8.25 8.38 
6 8.51 8.65 8.78 8.98 9.11 9.24 9.37 9.50 9.64 9.77 
7 9.97 10.10 10.23 10.36 10.49 10.63 10.82 10.96 11.09 11.22 
8 11.35 11.48 11.62 11.81 11.95 12.08 12.21 12.34 12.48 12.61 
9 12.80 12.94 13.07 13.20 13.33 13.46 13.66 13.79 13.93 14.06 
10 14.19 14.32 14.45 14.65 14.78 14.92 15.05 15.18 15.31 15.51 
11 15.64 15.77 15.91 16.04 16.17 16.30 16.50 16.63 16.76 16.90 
12 17.03 17.16 17.36 17.49 17.62 17.75 17.89 18.02 18.15 18.35 
13 18.48 18.61 18.74 18.88 19.01 19.14 19.34 19.47 19.60 19.73 
14 19.87 20.00 20.20 20.33 20.46 20.59 20.72 20.86 20.99 21.19 
15 21.32 21.45 21.58 21.71 2l.85 22.04 22.18 22.31 22.44 22.57 
16 22.70 22.84 23.03 23.17 23.30 23.43 23.56 23.69 23.8:3 24.02 
17 24.16 24.29 24.42 24.55 24.68 24.88 25.01 25.15 25.28 25.41 
18 25.54 25.67 25.87 26.00 26.13 26.27 26.40 26.53 26.73 26.86 
19 26.99 27.13 27.26 27.39 27.52 27.72 27.85 27.98 28.12 28.25 
20 28.38 28.51 28.71 28.84 28.94 29.11 29.24 29.37 29.57 29.70 
21 29.83 29.96 30.10 30.23 30.36 30.56 30.69 30.82 30.95 31.09 
22 31.22 31.42 31.55 31.68 31.81 31.94 32.08 32.21 32.41 32.54 
23 32.67 32.80 32.93 33.07 33.20 33.40 33.53 33.66 33.79 33.92 
24 34.06 34.25 34.39 34.52 34.65 34.78 34.91 35.05 35.24 35.38 
25 35.51 35.64 35.77 35.90 3'6.10 36.23 36.37 36.50 36.63 36.76 
26 36.89 37.09 37.22 37.36 317.49 37.62 37.75 37.88 38.08 38.21 
27 38.35 38.48 38.61 38.74 3:8.94 39.07 39.20 39.34 39.47 39.60 
28 39.73 39.93 40.06 40.19 410.33 40.46 40.59 40.79 40.92 41.05 
29 41.18 41.32 41.45 41.58 41.78 41.91 42.04 42.17 42.31 42.44 
30 42.57 42.77 42.90 43.03 4:3.16 43.30 43.43 43.63 43.76 43.89 
SLOPE CORRECTIONS IN POINT-SAMPLING 
I. Sloping land complicates point-sampling just as it complicates plot-
sampling. If slope correction is neglected, the errors will be of sig-
nificant magnitude when slope is more than about 10 percent. 
A. A slope factor (s.f.) may be easily determined using the average 
slope at each point, because: 
s.f . = secant of angle of s1lope. 
B. With this factor, point-sample tree counts may be corrected by 
merely multiplying : 
Corrected count = (tree count) (s.f.) 
C. Using this method, the correc:t ion can be made for any slope situa-
tion although, in some westell11 states, cruisers have encountered a 
great deal of difficulty and noted some significant inaccuracies in 
actual application. 
D. Grosenbaugh (1955) gives co1:rection factors for most slopes (Table 
11). Note the equation at thE! foot of the table. 
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II. Slope may be corrected also by rotating the prism through a vertical 
angle equal to the angle of the slope. 
A. Certain prisms a1·e manufactu1·ed with a rounded top to facilitate 
use in the rotated position. 
B. This is perhaps the best solutio1n. of the slope problem. 
C. It has been used throughout the United States and, in some western 
point-sampling- wherein the tre•~ is alway.s viewed at the top of 
the first 16-foot log as a hedge against brush-bias-almost every 
tree is on a slope (Bruce 1961). 
TABLE 11. APPROPRIATE CORRECTION FACTORS FOR BA OR 
VOLUME PER ACRE CALCULATED FROM UNADJUSTED ANGLE-
GAUGE TALLIES TAKEN ON A SLOPE, WHERE SLOPE PERCENT 
IS :i\1.EASURED AT RIGHT ANGLES TO CONTOUR. 
Limits 
of 
Pe1·cent 
Slope 
10.0 
17.4 
22.5 
26.7 
80.4 
83.6 
36.6 
89.5 
42.1 
44.6 
47.0 
49.3 
51.5 
53.7 
55.8 
Slope 
Conection 
Factor 
1.01 
1.02 
1.03 
1.04 
1.05 
1.06 
1.07 
1.08 
1.09 
1.10 
1.11 
1.12 
1.13 
1.14 
Limits 
of 
Percent 
Slope 
55.8 
57.8 
59.8 
61.7 
63.6 
65.4 
67.2 
69.0 
70.8 
72.5 
74.2 
75.8 
77.5 
79.1 
Slope 
Co:tTection 
Pactor 
1.15 
1.16 
1.17 
1.18 
1.19 
1.20 
1.21 
1.22 
1.23 
1.24 
1.25 
1.26 
1.27 
1.28 
Limits 
of 
Percent 
Slope 
80.7 
82.3 
83.9 
85.4 
86.9 
88.4 
89.9 
91.4 
92.9 
94.3 
95.8 
97.2 
98.7 
100.1 
80.7 101.5 
Correction factor for steeper slopes is: 
~ ( Slope percent ) ~ 1 + ----100 
Slope 
Correction 
Factor 
1.29 
1.80 
1.31 
1.32 
1.33 
1.34 
1.35 
1.36 
1.37 
1.38 
1.39 
1.40 
1.41 
1.42 
Source : Grosenbaugh, L. R. "Better diag;nosis and prescription in southern 
forest management." U. S. Forest Service, Southern Forest Ex-
periment Station, Occasional Paper 145, 1955. 
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CONTINUOUS FOREST INVENTORY WITH POINT-SAMPLING 
I. Point-sampling techniques are jiust as suitable for continuous forest 
inventory (CFI) as are plot sampling techniques. 
A. Point-sampling has the special advantage of taking a smaller per-
cent sample of the many sma.ll stems in uneven-aged forests, while 
sampling the fewer large stems in much the same proportion as in 
fifth-acre plot-sampling. 
B. This is illustrated from experience with CFI in the Sabine National 
Forest: 
DBH Class 
5- 9 
10-14 
15 -19 
20-24 
25+ 
Number of Trees Tallied-110 Locations 
1/5-Acre Plots 
(H157-58) 
1782 
601 
248 
55 
2 
10-BAF Point Samples 
(1962) 
239 
211 
184 
50 
5 
II. The techniques of point-sampling, and the resulting calculations, are 
as convenient for electronic data processing as are the mechanics of 
plot-sampling. 
A. U. S. Steel in Alabama (University of Georgia, 1959) used point-
sampling in its CFT plan and measured six to eight stems at each 
point. They measured all trees due to the small number at each loca-
tion, and thus have a permanent record of tt·ees from seedling-size 
up . 
B. The Southern Forest Survey, a large-scale CFI system, now em-
ploys point-sampling as its inventory technique. Samples are on 
a 3 x 3-mile gt·id. Clusters of ten 37.5-BAF samples are collected 
at each survey location. 
HI. Se,·eral pt·oblems not attlibuted to plot-sampling are present when 
point-samples are used in continuous fot·est inventory. 
A. Trees grow into the sample according to their size and distance 
from the point, not just accoJrding to theit· size. 1n other words, a 
20.0-inch tt·ee 79.34 feet from the point will come into the sample 
when it grows to 20.4 inches dbh, if the sample is being taken with 
a 5-BAF prism. Since its total volume is not really ingrowth, the 
volume per acre and the number of stems pet· acre it represents 
will be used for future growth determination, but will not neces-
sarily figure in past growth calculations. 
B. Unless dbh and distance are both remeasurE'd, omitted or extra 
trees will severely affect stand and stock labl<> values. In brushy 
areas, obscured trees may hoe omitted accidentall)• in the point-
sample. 
C. Since a CFT sample is exceedingly small and blowups are large, 
extreme care must be exercise:d in taking the CFI point-sample. 
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GROWTH PROJECTION WITH POINT-SAMPLES 
I. Point-sampling can be applied to gTowth projection studies (Fender 
and Brock, 1963) for future volume or basal area as well as to deter-
mine actual cutTent volume or basal area. 
11. To show the principle involved, in an exceedingly simplified method, 
trees in a southem pine plantation were bored to determine average 
projected 5-yeat· diameter growth. Using a table of limiting distances 
for the "new" diameters, the projected stand 5 years hence was "tal-
lied," giving the following results: 
Present 
Count 
8 
9 
9 
9 
6 
Ave1-age 
BA/ Acrc 
160 
180 
180 
180 
120 
164 
Future 
Count 
9 
10 
13 
10 
8 
Average 
B.-\/ Acre 
180 
200 
260 
200 
160 
200 
NUMBER OF P OINTS TO ACHI:EVE STATED PRECISION 
I. The forester, contemplating a poilllt-sample Ct'Uise, must know how 
its accuracy compares with that of the com·entional plot CI'Uise he has 
pt•eviously employed. He needs to know the total number of points to 
observe on a property of given acreage to yield the required precision. 
A. Bruce (1961) says that in westem timber, point-sampling requires 
about the same numbe1· of points as 1/ 4- or 1/ 5-acre plots to achieve 
a stated precision of volume eHtimate, if the prism is properly 
matched to tree size in the stands sampled. This means that counts 
per point must avet·age about 5 t:L·ees. 
B. For southern forests, Grosenbau.gh (1955) wrote, "The reconnais-
sance would require a minimum of about 20 unbiased sample points 
well distributed throughout the record unit for a standard error of 
about ± 25 percent in volume per record unit. A volume total of 
25 such record-units would have a standard sampling error of only 
about ± 5 percent for the ownership or working cii'Cle as a whole." 
C. Bell and Alexander (1957) said, "present experience shows t hat the 
same intensity as that used for one-quarter-ac•·e plots will result 
in a stastically bette•· sample than give11 by the one-quarter acre 
plot method." 
D. Putnam et ctl. (1960) wrote, "The reconnaissance preceding the 
first managed cut should ordinarily be an inexpensive affair. An 
inspection and sight estimate may suffice for experienced men, 
though a more formal approach will be necessary for most foresters. 
The point-sampling technique makes it possible to get approximate 
estimates of volume with very little effort. Ii a prism or angle 
gauge with a basal area factor of 10 is employed to select sample 
trees, 25 sample points distributted systematically over manage-
ment unit will usually give a sampling error for board-foot volume 
118854 
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of less than 23 pet·cent. The a.ggregate volume on four management 
units will ordinarily be estimated within twelve percent. The goal 
is not ext t·eme accuracy but rather rough estimates obtained as 
quickly and cheaply as possible. 
"If a more intensive survey is needed, the following tabulation may 
be used to obtain approximate and usually conservath·e sampling 
errors as a percent of the t<l•tal volume. 
Points 
(number) 
25 
50 
100 
200 
400 
1600 
Error 
(per-cent) 
23 
17 
12 
8 
6 
3 
"For cruises or the specified intensity, differences between sample 
Yolume and vol ume hy 100-percent tally will he exceeded, on the 
average, in only one cruise iJn three. Five pe1-cent of the time, the 
difference might be twice the chosen limit, but 50 percent of the 
time the difference will be less than 68 percent of the tabulated 
error. 
"This means, for example, that a cruiser choosing 12 percent as his 
limit of sampling error may be wrong by more than this amount on 
one cruise out of three. In fact, one time in twenty his actual error 
may be more than 24 pe1-cent, but half the time his error will be 
less than 8 percent. In the rare cases where a sample of low in-
tensity might deviate from the true mean considerably, an ex-
perienced ct·uiset· will suspeet the lack of representativeness and 
intensify the sampling accordingly. 
"Whether sample points are located systematically or at random, 
the area of the tract has little effect on the number of points re-
quired for a gh·en samplin_g error. The important thing is the 
Yariability among the aggregate volumes sampled at Yarious points. 
The tabulation is based on avoerage va1iation over a large portion of 
an entire southern state. Errors may be larger in extremely u·-
regular stands and smaller where stands are relatively uniform." 
E. Kendall and Sayn-Wittgensu~in (1959) said, " ... The number of 
point samples required to give a precision equal to that from con-
ventional 1/ 5-acre-plots varied with the type of stand and averaged 
2.8. 
NUMBER OF POINT SA"'1PLES (N) EQUIVALENT TO 1/5-ACRE 
PLOT 
(basal uea factor = 10) 
Location 
Type of 
Stand 
Eagle Depot even-aged pine 
Forbes Depot pine-spruce 
Stock-ing Diameter 
(trees Range 
per acre) (inches) 
340 1-25 
760 1-14 
Modal N 
Diametet· (by random 
(inches) selection) 
5 3.1 
4 2.3 
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"Although no detailed time study was undertaken, it is estimated 
that with the relascope, BA was sampled to a given precision in 
one-half or one-thit·cl the time requhed when 1/ 5-acre plots were 
used. In the tests cal'l'ied out in the Forbes Depot and Eagle Depot 
areas in 1957, the number of tre•es tallied for volume calculations 
in the point samples numbered, 1,290, whereas 12,301 were tallied 
in the corresponding 1/ 5-acre plots. This is partly due to the fact 
that \Vith the relascope each tree size is sampled on a land area 
which is proportional to its BA. A greater proportion of large 
trees is therefore sampled, and the time consumin~ measurement 
of small tt·ees is largely eliminatt~d." 
F. For 110 double sample points, the etTor of BA would be only 
about ± 3.1 percent and for 110 single points the error would be 
about ± 4.5 percent on a pine-hardwood ar<>a in the Sabine National 
Forest (see page 16}. 
COMPARING METHODS OF PER ACRE POTNT-S.U£PLE 
VOLU:\fE ESTD1ATES 
I. The School of Forestry, Stephen F. Austin State College, maintains 
110 permanent continuous forest im·entory plots on the Sabine Kational 
Forest, Texas. These we1·e measured in 1957-58 and remeasured in 
1962. At the time of remeasw·ement;, a point-sample using a 10-BAF 
prism was made in addition to the fifth-acre plot-sample. As an indi-
cation of the various pet• acre \'Oinmes, using val'ious methods and 
factors in computation, the followinJ~ data are presented from ten of 
the 110 point samples. The range of per ac1·e volumes may be less if 
data from the entil·e a nay of 110 points were presented (Table 12). 
TARLE 12. SU:\ntARY OF THE FACTORS RY POINTS t:SED TO 
CO:\YPUTE VOLU:\1ES TN VARIOUS WAYS 
Point~ Bff 
Saw-
timber 
Q)_ 
2 27.9 
12 42.5 
22 10.8 
:32 20.0 
42 19.1 
52 84.0 
63 30.4 
72 60.2 
82 17.3 
92 38.8 
10 351.0 
~ btT 
Sa\\'· 
timber 
{2) 
193.0 
416.8 
131.2 
239.2 
239.2 
980.2 
308.8 
594.4 
216.0 
393.6 
3712.4 
~Logs 
Saw-
tim her 
(3} 
~Bel. Ft. 
Saw-
timber 
(4} __ _ 
~Cu. Ft. 
Pulp 
Trees 
(5} 
~ ctT 
Pulp 
Tree:: 
(6) 
~Feet 
Pulp 
Trees 
(7) 
3.5 2677.70 105.552 12.:38 15.9 
8.0 4326.71 366.048 42.96 57.1 
2.5 1442.01 701.001 72.92 102.2 
4.5 2395.73 893.298 95.08 128.0 
4.5 2515.16 120.813 14.98 18.9 
18.5 9972.11 494.318 55.84 73.4 
6.0 3209.10 705.422 77.50 100.2 
11.6 6299.68 0 0 0 
4.0 1927.77 541.352 49.52 71.1 
7.5 4100.79 450.957 47.54 62.9 
70.5- 38866.32 --4_,3::..:8.::.8:.::.7~61.:,__4_:68.02629.7 
(1). Using the standat·d volume table type of appr·oach: 
~ bff 351.0 
Vol. bd. ft. per acre=-- (BAF) (10) = - - (10) (10) = 3510.0 
N Ill 
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(2). lising the board foot factor per height class method: 
l: bff 3712.4 
Vol. bd. ft. per acre=-- (lBAF) = -- (10) = 3712.4 
N 10 
(3). Using the 60 factor and sum of logs method: 
(~ L) (GO) (BAF) (70.5) (60) {10) 
Vol. bd. ft. pet· acre= - = 4320.0 
N 10 
{4). U!\ing the stand table approach with volume for each d.b.h. class: 
Vol. bd. ft. per acre= 
l:[{T) (S.T.F.) (Vol)] 
N 
:38,866.32 
---= 3886.6 
10 
(5). Using the stand table method for cubic foot volume of pulpwood: 
~[(T) (:S.T.F.) (Vol)] 4388.761 
Vol. cu. ft. per acre=--------------= 438.9 
N 10 
(6). Using the c.f.f. for each height class in pulpwood trees: 
}; cff 468.02 
Vol. cu. ft. per acre=-- (HAF) = - - (10) = 468.02 
N 10 
(7). Using the cubic foot facto1· 0.7052 and merchantable pulp tree height 
(in feet) method: 
Vol. cu. ft. per acre = 
(!:H) (.7052) (BA F) 
10 
(629.7) (.7052) (10) 
------- = 444.06 
10 
For compadson: 1958 volumes of 10 fifth-acre plots at same location: 
.J 10.02 cu. ft. per acre and 480€i.8 bd. Ct. per acre. 
A TEST OF POINT-SAMPUNG IN A PLANTATION 
I. Whether point-sampling gives adequate results in a plantation is not 
readily resolved. The NacogdochE!S City Plantation was inventoried in 
1966 by several methods. The results indicate that point-sampling does 
adequately inventory plantations, although the 1/ 20-acre circular plots 
yield basal area and cubic foot vo·lumes which were closer to the 100% 
tallY than were the Doint-samDleB (Table 13). 
TABLE 13. METHODS OF SAMPLING, NACOGDOCHES CITY PLANTATION, 1966. 
Inventory Method Number of Basal Area Proportional o-M of Cubic F eet Proportional o-M of Trees Samples per Acre Limit of Basal Per Acre Limit of Cubic Per (sq. ft.) Error Area Error Volume Acr~ (Percent) (Percent) '"tl 
"'! 
., 
<> 
100% Stand Table 91.643 .,... none none 1960.98 none none 236 ... <> Systematic Point-Sample• 20 103.000 13.3 6.860 2229.47 13.9 156.280 254 ~ Systematic 1/ 20-acre Circular Plot 20 88.488 7.8 3.456 1835.34 9.9 90.620 241 '"tl Random Point-Sample 20 108.000 16.0 8.632 2359.82 16.7 196.620 238 c ~-Random 1/20-acre Circular Plot 20 91.082 6.7 3.062 1899.21 7.8 74.320 243 .,... 
Random 1/ 20 Row Plot 20 99.698 14.9 6.807 2073.74 14.4 149.54 267 I U:l Swinford's Progressive !;) 
Point-Sampling' 12 106.660 15.6 8.310 2343.22 15.7 183.74 264 ~ Systematic 1/ 20-acre Row Plot 20 94.356 12.4 5.831 2094.89 13.8 141.660 226 ~ Swinford's Progressive <Q 
Point-Sampling' 8 100.000 21.4 10.690 2251.18 22.8 256.160 236 
' Adapted from Swinford (1966). 
• All systematic samples taken at same locations. 
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BA 
BAF 
bff 
Bff 
c 
CFI 
cff 
d 
D 
dbh ot· DBH 
f 
F 
H 
ht. 
L 
~r 
N 
Pie. 
s 
Se. 
s.f. 
S.T.F. 
T 
v 
w 
u 
urn 
Practical Point-Sam11ling 
basal area 
basal at·ea factor 
boat"tl foot factor 
modified boat-el foot factor 
coefficient of vat;a.tion 
continuous forest inventory 
cubic foot factor 
distance between target and prism 
tree diameter in it11ches 
diameter at breast; height 
frequency 
tree total height i1n 10 foot units 
total height of tree in feet 
height 
me1·chantable heig'ht of tt·ees in 16-foot logs 
mean 
number of points •:>r obsen•ations 
propot'tional limit of error 
sampling enor of a mean in percent 
combined sampling: error in percent 
slope factot· 
stand table blowup• factor 
tree count in a dia.metet· class 
Yariance 
target width, or distance between pins 
sum of 
standat·d deviation 
standard et-ror of the mean 
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